Faculty oppose chairmen selection procedures
by Mark Goodrich

May Day prisoners mill in Washington jail.
photo by Cadarette

According to the Faculty Staff
Handbook, department chairmen
are chosen by the Dean in con
sultation with the members of the
department. Although consulta
tion is required under this rule,
the Dean is not obligated to
support the decision of the de
partment members. His choice
is then through the academic
vice-president and the Univer
sity president to the Board of
Trustees which makes the final
decision.
Several members of the Pol
itical Science Department dis
agree with this ruling.
They
feel that the formality of ad
ministrative choice has circum 
scribed both their responsibil
ities as faculty members, and
the valid role of the department
at this University. As one sen
ior and tenured professor put
it, three years ago, “ consulta-

McConnell appeals budget in capital
by Paula Lampman
Staff Reporter
This morning President John
W. McConnell will be appearing
before the House Appropriations
Committee in Concord, “ to make
a statement of dissatisfaction”
concerning its recommendation
that the University budget request
of $39.9 million be cut by 35
per cent.
If some new source of state re
venue should arise in the next
few months, McConnell indicated
that the House Appropriations
Committee might be able to make
a better appropriation. Unless
that
possibility
materializes
however, “ the University must
work on the eventualities of the
situation.” If H.B. 19 does pass
in the legislature this summer
“ the University would have to
save over $1 million in the first
year of the biennium,” said Mc
Connell in a media p ress con
ference yesterday.
The University would have to
account for the $1 million in
the first year “ because of the
outside commitments the Univer

t

sity has already involved itself
in, and the loss of income that
H.B. 19 would mean,” said Al
lan P rince, budget assistant to
the President. “ In the second
' year of the biennium our in
come woul^ go slightly over the
first year’s but not enough to
restore everything we cut the
first y ear,” Prince added.
“ Right now we are planning
on a series of different finan
cial levels, hoping that we won’t
have to live with the w orst,”
explained McConnell.
In developing procedures to
operate under the proposed bill,
the University will have to de
fine its priorities and make cuts
accordingly,
“ At the present
time it would be premature for
us to say we are going to cut
here, here, and th ere,” said
P rin ce.
“ In the final analysis
this would be the Board of Trus
tee’ s decision and any attempt
to specify cuts now would be
highly improper and would be
by-passing the board,” Prince
continued.
The administration is busy e -
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valuating effects the budget cut
will have, if passed, and has be
gun conferring with various
members of the University com
munity to decide where the $1
million cut will strike, “ The
academic vice-president’ s office
is currently working with the
deans, and this academic aspect
represents a big segment of the
budget,” said P rin ce.
McConnell,
Norman Myers,
vice-presid ent-treasu rer,
and
Prince are dealing with the other
aspects of the budget, those are a s that support the instruct
ional program, such as main
tenance.
This week the administration
plans to send copies of a new
booklet, “ What’s Behind the Ri
sing Cost of Education,” by Rus
sell Thackery, to key figures in
the state and the legislature,
“ The crucial issue now before
the state and the nation is, , ,
is society, in a democracy, going
to recognize the essentiality of
higher
education?” questioned
P rin ce. He went on to explain

that the booklet answers many of
the questions which have already
been posed by the legislature to
the University. Prince emphas
ized the hope that an outside o pinlon might help to influence
the House’s decision on H.B. 19.
“ When looking at the action
of the House Appropriation Com
mittee bill it is important to
remember that they had no choice
but to do what they did,” noted
P rin ce. “ The proposed cut was
not some judgment the House
Appropriations Committee came
to alone. They are required to
submit a budget which matches
with the House Ways and Means
Committee’ s estimate of re 
venue,” he added.
When asked what the student
could do to help resolve the bud
get crisis, McConnell said, “ Stu
dents could be very valuable
in local communities speaking to
various groups, such as the Rot
ary or church groups, to con
vey to the state a better pic
ture of what’s going on in the
University.”
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MUSO concert plagued by gate crashers
by Bruce Auger
The Memorial Union Student
Organization sponsored the J .
Geils Band concert Saturday night
at Snively Arena. According to
Skip P rio r, student in charge of
the concert attended by approx
imately 1500 persons, “ There
was gate crashing, people try
ing to break down doors, and
people Inside trying to push their
way out by storming the m ar
sh es.
The friends of those
outside were trying to let them
in for free.”
According to Bruce Reynolds,
head of the marshals and ticket
takers, 8 marshals and two se
curity officers guarded the 14
some sets of doors into Snively.
According to Art Goldsmith,
a student present at the con
ce rt, “ One ofthe officers smash
ed a student with a flashlight.
The student had a ticket, he
was just trying to get in.” Gold
smith said he also witnessed
many hands, arm s, and legs be
ing crushed in doors by student
marshalls and campus police.
“ Absolutely not,” stated P rio r

when asked if any marshal or
police used physical violence or
flashlights as weapons to keep
people out of the concert.
Ed Dale, another student pre
sent said, “ We saw enough pigs
busting heads in Washington, we
don’t need it h ere.”
According to Dudley Killam,
“ Students were inside Snively
running through fire doors past
marshals and ticket takers try 
ing to let people in for fre e .”
“ The people outside had no in
tention of paying, I heard them
say just that,” said Killam.
An unidentified student was
quoted as saying, “ The problem
was not a matter of students try
ing to get in without tickets.
MUSO stopped selling tickets at
9 p.m.
It was a matter of
people who had purchased tic
kets being refused admission.”
P rio r said the ticket window
was open until well after J .
Geils had started, until approx
imately 9;45.
P rio r claimed that there was
no reason why people who had
tickets could not get in. Every

Cultural life series threatened
Cultural life on campus could
be the next victim of the hatchet
being wielded in Concord by the
House Appropriations Commit
tee.
There are currently four ma
jor cultural series presented on
campus, and the proposed 35
per cent budget cut is endanger
ing them all, according to Ray
Matheson, director of cultural
events at UNH.
“ The only thing they’ve told
us will probably be cut is the
Spaulding Lecture S eries,” .said
Matheson.
“ As far as the others go, the
Blue and White, the Allied Arts
and the Sidore, we were told not
to make any commitments until
next year. Or, I guess, until
Concord acts.
“ I think these series could sur
vive,” continued Matheson, “ but
you wouldn’t be able to get the
caliber of artists you’ve had
in the p ast,”
He explained that half the cost
There will be a march in
Portsmouth Saturday, May 15,
at 2 p.m. co-sponsored by
Vietnam Veterans Against the
W ar, servicemen for peace
and justice, and the Mayday
Coalition. The m archers will
gather at the Central Play
ground for a march to end
the war and to free all pol
itical prisoners. A rally will
follow with music, and speak
e rs who will include veterans,
active duty GI’s, and ex-political prisoners from P o rts
mouth Naval P rison.

of the Blue and White series
and the Allied A rts series is
met by ticket sales, and they
could therefore survive on their
own by using le sse r known a r
tists who could be paid entirely
out of ticket sales.
On the other hand, a group
like the Julliard String Quartet
could only be brought to campus
if ticket p rices were doubled and
the 700 seats in Johnson Theater
completely sold out.
The Sidore Series of Lectures,
for the past five or six years,
has gotten half its funding from
a private family in Manchester,
so it also might continue, al
though at half-steam, if Univer
sity funding were withdrawn.
Nonetheless, because of the
impending mutilation of the bud
get, Matheson sees good cultur
al entertainment as a scarce
commodity at UNH in the coming
year.
“ It seems like culture is often
the first to go,” he lamented.

An Alternative Life Styles
Festival will be held Wednes
day, Thursday, and Friday
in the College Woods near
the athletic field parking lot.
There will be a wide var
iety of lectures, workshops,
films,
and demonstrations
concerning new or alternative
ways of thinking, including
printing, economics, legal aid,
education, natural food ecol
ogy,
macrobiotics,
yoga,
house building, organic farm
ing, media. 862-2031.

one who left Snivelv after en
tering got a hand stamp and a
punched ticket.
Marshals and
ticket takers let anyone back in
to the concert who could pro
duce the stamp and the ticket.
According to student marshals
the people outside did not have
tickets.
Students interviewed
said that they either had tickets
or were willing to purchase a
single ticket for $1.50, but not
for both events at $3.00.
Pete Zwerner said, “ I was
standing by the door all night.
I didn’t see anything but people
outside trying to break down the
fire doors. Some of the people
appeared to be high school stu
dents. I didn’t recognize them.
The only ones manhandled were
the female m arshals.”
Bob
Beale,
president of

S P O P T ?, stn tp ri fh n f ho w a s th o r o

through the whole event and did
not see any student get Mt with
flashlights or shut in doors.
When contacted, the security
police said they did not have any
report filed by anyone claiming
any acts of violence against stu
dents or marshals or police.
The cost of MUSO’ s weekend
was $5000.
Receipts totalled
about $3200 which means “ the
$1800 loss will have to be ab
sorbed by MUSO’s cultural com
mittee
budget next year of
$2500,” explained P rio r.
P rio r said that unless the Stu
dent Caucus approves a higher
budget for that committee in its
meeting on Wednesday, the cul
tural committee “ will be greatly
crippled because we’ve got less
than $1000 to work with,”

tion
consisted of individually
written proposals to the Dean
and individual conferences with
him. Similarly, all initial vot
ing for a new chairman was
done on an individual basis. E ven after a group conference, it
was obvious that there was no
majority for any of the can
didates.
“ L ater, the seven senior mem
bers of the department reached
a unanimous agreement on who
should be chairman. When this
information was reported to Eu
gene S. Mills, then Dean of the
College of Liberal A rts, he said
that a decision had already been
reached. Clearly our interests
were overlooked. If he wanted
to reject the department’s view.
Dean Mills should have confront
ed the whole department with his
position.”
Three of the senior and tenured
members favor a proposal by an
ad hoc committee chaired by Gor
don Harland, associate professor
of psychology.
Basically its
principle maintains that chair
men should be elected by the ma
jority of the department mem
b ers. Passage of this proposal
by the University Senate, they
feel, will greatly bolster the role
of the faculty in the governance
of tHe University.
“ Majority rule within the de
partm ents,” explained another

Political
Science
P rofessor,
“ would greatly reduce the skept
icism and cynicism concerning
the valid role ofthe departments.
Our only legal power— the power
of recommendation— has been too
frequently reversed or diluted by
administrative circuit break
e r s .”
One ofthe senior members out
lined the history of the search:
“ The search for a replacement
for Romoser began last fall when
nine members of the department
wrote to Dean Neilson recom 
mending Professor John Holden
for a 1-year term . During that
time they proposed to decide
upon a new chairman by a maj
ority or at least a plurality. Their
9-6 vote favoring this proposal
was subsequently rejected by the
Dean on the grounds that the
search for a new chairman, pre
ferably from outside the Univer
sity, should begin immediately.
Holden then formed the first
search committee, which soon
dissolved.”
The present search committee,
consisting of David Larson, B .
Thomas Trout, and Fred eric W.
Wurzburg was established short
ly after a Political Science Dep
artment meeting on March 15,
1971. At that meeting, L.A . Dean
elect Allan Spitzpromisedtohold
all options open, in respect to
candidates both from inside UNH

Three months ago Student Gov
ernment heads. Caucus Chair
man Richard Schumacher and
Student Body President Charles
Leocha, outlined a thirteen point
program of goals which they
would try to complete during their
administration. Only two points
remain unfinished.
The eleven points completed
or near completion are: pursuit
of a Liberal A rts major; coal
ition between Keene, Plymoutn,
and UNH; revision of Student
Government constitution; organ
ization of presidential advisory
council; examination of Student
Activity Tax; pursuit of credit
for specific student organization
work; pursuit of student appeals
board; state news release; stu
dent news release; Image ’71,
and student representation on the
Board of T rustees. This leaves
two points, twenty-four hour p arietals and vice-president ex-officio member of the University
Senate, unfinished.
“ The most important of the
thirteen points,” related Leocha,
“ was student representation on
the Board of T ru stees. The thing
went through the General Court,
and
although it
hasn’t gone
through the New Hampshire Sen
ate, it has passed a major step.”
“ Three separate meetings,”
continued Schumacher, “ with the
Executive
Committee of the
Board led to committee struc
ture proposals. And in the March
meeting, the Board unanimously
passed the committee structures
of Student Welfare and the Fi
nance and Budget to have student
members. Also, the structure
of the Board’s Faculty Welfare
Committee to include a faculty
mem ber.”
“ As far as the point concern
ing the Student Government con

stitution, the constitution was
amended to. clear up the prob
lems of elections,” said Schu
macher.
“ With a self-designed m ajor,”
continued Schumacher, “ here is
something where some people
who come to school and don’t
know what they want, can pos
sibly find it.”
Schumacher stated that one of
the two remainingpoints, the Stu
dent Body vice-president as an
ex-officio member of the Sen
ate, is about to come to a vote
at the senate.
“ On twenty-four hour p a rie -.
ta ls ,” said Leocha, “ there is a
committee set up this^ summer,
headed by Jim Anderson, to pre
pare a case for complete abol
ition of p arietals.”
Leocha and Schumacher ex
pressed their appreciation to
Dave W. Ellis, academic vicepresident, and Paul E . Bruns,
professor of F o rest R esources,
for the original proposal of o r
ganizational credit. They also
credited the original proposals
of a Student Appeals Board and
a Liberal A rts Major to the Aca
demic Procedures Committee,
and the Council of Educational
Innovation and Curriculum Com
mittee respectively.
“ An awful lot has happened
since I became involved in stu
dent
government three years
ago,” stated Schumacher. “ I’ m
very happy with what has been
accomplished this y e a r.”
“ It’ s been very satisfying,”
continued Schumacher, “ to see
the social and academic changes
that have taken place.
I feel
the time and the sacrifices I have
made have been well worth it.”
“ We have gotten more done
this sem ester, as far as stu
dent concerns, than both the pre
vious administrations,” declared
Leocha.
“ This year we have
gotten things done.”

Another member of the de
partment prefers an outside can
didate because of the “ long his
tory of instability within the de
partment,” and the need for add
ing new dimensions to the fa
culty.” In regards to the Univ
ersity rulebook, personnel decis
ions should be final in authority.
They expressly want a chair
man who will consult with and
respond equally to all his col
leagues over such questions as
promotion and tenure.
Regardless of the committee’ s
and the administration’s ultimate
decision,
several
important
questions have been brought to
light in connection with the
search.
“ It is hoped that the decision
will be the product of dialogue
between the faculty and the ad
ministration,” summarized bne
professor. “ This is our major
goal.
The process of agree
ment is essential to any progress
within theUnivetslty.”

Yearbook costs may soar\300%
by Verne Crosier
Staff Reporter
This year students paid five
dollars for their yearbooks. Next
year students who want a year
book may have to pay from fif
teen to twenty dollars for the
same type of book.
The 300% increase in cost
stems from the fact that the Stu
dent Caucus has refused to ac
cept the Granite’ s budget for next
year on the basis that the Gran
ite, while receiving money from
all the students in the form of
the Student Activities Tax, only
prints 5000 copies, or about three
thousand less than the total en
rollment.
Charlie Leocha, student body
president, explained the action of
the Caucus by saying that if eight'
thousand students paid five dol
lars for a yearbook, they should
be able to get them. Now, he said,
that is a physical impossibility
if only five thousand have , been
printed.
In response to these demands
from the Student Caucus, the
Granite submitted a budget based
on a printing of 7000 copies.
This budget, according to Bob
Butcher, editor of the yearbook,
iiici easea tne B.A.T. costs irom
$1.95 per student, per sem ester
to $2.60. Originally, the budget
was to be decreased 90 cents per
student,
but by printing the
demanded amount, it would in
crease the student cost by 30
cents over last year.
Butcher explained that the Stu
dent Caucus had asked the Gran
ite to use all of its reserve funds
for next year in order to change
the yearbook over to a subscrip
tion system . He explained that
the yearbook had already sub
mitted a budget that used all the
reserve funds it could afford for
next year. He further explained
that students would have to pay
as much as $20 for a yearbook
on a subscription basis.
The editor of the Granite said
that it would not be practical
to print the full complement of

Bob Butcher, Editor of The Granite.
photo by Wallner
yearbooks, because they have
always printed less than the full
enrollment count in order not to
have several thousand copies left
over.
In charges from the Caucus that
if all the students aren’t going
to get their yearbooks, then it
should be put on a subscription
basis. Butcher replied that the
Granite published a notice in
the fall when the yearbooks ar
rive, and staff the yearbook of
fice for eight hours a day for
three weeks so students can pick
up their books.
He said that
some students would not get their
yearbooks if you laid them at
their feet.
Leocha further stated that if
the yearbook could not survive
on subscriptions as it now is,
then the people who put out the
yearbook would have to publish
something that would appeal to
the students.He said that it seem -

Student government nears goal
by Phil Cotton
Staff Reporter

and outside the University.
Many of the department’ s sen
ior members hope that no out
siders will be appointed over any
possible objections ofthe depart
ment majority. This week stu
dents and faculty are meeting with
some of the men under consid
eration for the Political Science
chairmanship.

Charlie Leocha, Student Body president.
photo by Wallner

ed strange that students receive
four books for the years that they
^are here and really, he claimed,
only want one after they are a sen
ior.
The student body president said
that student senators had inves
tigated a change-over from sub
sidizing yearbooks to a subscrip
tion system at other schools and
it has worked. He said that if
the Granite asked for subscrip
tions at the beginning of the year,
then only those students who
wanted it would have to pay for it.
Butcher said his principal con
cern was not that the Granite be
funded for next year, but by hav
ing the Student Caucus cut their
budget a dangerous precedent
would be set for other organiz
ations funded by SAT. He said
WUNH would go bankrupt and
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE would
no longer be able to serve stu
dent interests, but would have
to become a town newspaper.
Butcher called the studentfunded, student-run, student-or
iented organizations the finest
form of collective socialism that
for the least cost gave the great
est number of students the great
est involvement.
Butcher also posed the ques
tion of why it was that though
the SAT is approved by the stu
dents, the $25 paid by students
each year for the MUB is not al
so reviewed by students; neither
is the $30 a year that students
are required to pay for the field
house. Leocha agreed with But
cher on this point that it would
make sense to go all the way
in a review of student paid fees
that students now have no control
over.

Frosh admissions show slight decline
The class of ’75 is expect
ed to enroll 2003, members in
UNH for the Fall sem ester, 1971,
projects the admissions office.
This expected freshman class
size falls slightly sm aller than
the 2065 registered as frosh in
Fall, 1970.
Out of 7500 applicants, 2300
applied as in-state students*
Nearly all were accepted. “ About 80 per cent who apply here
from New Hampshire come here
in the fall,” remarked Stanwood
Fish, Associate D irector of Ad
missions. “ Many apply with a
great deal of confidence,”
5200 applications come from
out-of-state students,
nearly
1000 applicants were admitted.
“ P ast patterns indicate that half
of those admitted enroll h ere,”
replied Fish.
Applications from out-of-state
have risen by nearly 1000 in each
of the last few years. Noting
UNH as “ extremely popular,”
Fish attributed the rise due to
New Hampshire’s geographic lo
cation and the good reputation of

the school.
The hoped-for breakdown be
tween colleges gives Liberal A rts
50 per cent of incoming fresh
men with 1003. The College of
Technology follows with 280 stu
dents. The College of Life Sci
ences and Agriculture will in 
clude 220 frosh, 180 in Health
Sciences and 160 each in the
Whittemore School of Business
and in the Thompson School.
Admissions is currently in a
“ praying period,” waiting to see
who and how many of those ac
cepted decide to enter UNH. Last
year the office came within a half
dozen of the projected figure.
Fish claimed.
T ransfers are expected to add
400-500 to the student popula
tion.
Sixteen hundred transfer ap
plications were received. The
transfers are admitted on the
basis of the need to fill exis
ting program s, a large propor
tion of them going to non-Liberal
A rts departments. A large per
centage of transfers are in-state
students.

Further complicating UNH’s
swelling population are the num
ber of re-admitted students. Any
student who left the University
in good standing may return at
any time. The re-adm itted stu
dents go through the office of
the R egistrar and not through Ad
missions.
The large freshman class will
again give UNH a larger popula
tion although falling from the
number admitted last y ear. UNH
will probably surpass 9000 un
dergraduates and graduates.
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Commentary

Conversotion with Senator Cotton
by Larry Rouillard
My wife, Carol, and I went to
Washington last week with the
expressed Intention of demon
strating both at the Selective
Service headquarters and at the
Internal Revenue Service and of
meeting and talking with the two
Senators from New Hampshire,
N orris Cotton and Thomas Mc
Intyre.
Because we talked with Cotton
for forty-five minutes and were
somewhat startled by his views
on the Nixon policy regarding the
conduct of the war in Indochina
and on the draft, positions which
we were not aware of when we
went, I decided to write this
column. We also questioned him
about
his position concerning
UNH and will examine what he
told us later in this column.
Carol has been carrying on a
regular correspondence with our
state’ s representatives in Con
gress and I had recently written
my response to the Senator’ s
comments
on the floor of the
Senate concerning the Univer
sity. Thus, when he came into the
office where we were to talk. Cot
ton asked whether or not he was
to get more of the same treatment
that he had received in my letter.
We responded that we wanted to
meet and talk in order to better
understand his positions on the
war, the draft and the University,
and to state more clearly and ful
ly our positions.
THE WAR; Cotton said that
he was one of five Republican
senators who met with President
Nixon every other Tuesday, He
said that he was totally opposed
to the President’ s position on the
war and had told him so. The
Senator, who entered the House of
Representatives with Nixon and
has remained a close friend, can
not understand Nixon’s policy
because it is untenable. In es
sence, he said that you cannot
win the war and withdraw troops
at the same tim e. But, he said
that the President is absolutely
convinced that he is right and that
he is sticking to his policy re
gardless of any other person’ s
view or input.
F or example. Cotton said that
he had tidked with a military ad
visor awhile ago and asked him,
“ Can we win a military victory
in Vietnam?”
“ Of course we can,” replied
the advisor. “ We can if we com
mit 25 divisions.” The Senator
said to us that this would be about
1,5 million men.
He responded, “ But the Am
erican people would never buy
that!”
“ Of course not,” replied the
m ilitary man.
“ Have you told the President
that?”
“ Y es, several months ago.”
The senior Senator then went

on to explain his position which is
in essence the “ enclave theory”
of General Gavin, now president
of Arthur D. Little Company. It is
to withdraw all American forces
into several encampments on the
coast of Vietnam (even evacuat
ing Saigon) where they could be
protected by naval as well as
a ir force power. Then, the Am
erican forces would re main there
until American prisoners of war
were freed. They would also help
protect and remove those lead
e rs of the Saigon government
whom we have supported. We
would then withdraw totally.
Cotton said that he feels there
is no justification for the ThieuKy-Khiem government to exist.

was in favor of the draft un
equivocally. He said that he was
Inclined to vote for a one-year
extension of the draft, recogniz
ing, as we pointed out, that the
whole question would come up
again next year. This is also what
Mclntyi*e may vote for in the
Senate
although in the Armed
Services Committee he did vote
for a two-year extension with the
reservation that he could change
his vote on the floor of the Sen
ate.
Cotton said that he had pro
posed a compromise solution on
the draft that was a matter of
public record. His program was
based on what he once heard
(Continued on page 4)

He feels that the North Viet
namese will come in, fill the
vacuum, m assacre many South
Vietnamese (they would do the
massacring rather than the U.S.
and the Thieu-Ky government),
and Vietnam would become Com
munist. He discounted our re
action that 80% of the people in
South Vietnam,
Buddhist and
Roman Catholic, were politically
unaligned, are only anxious for
peace, and are hopeful that a
coalition government would re 
sult representing all the people
of South Vietnam and that ulti
mately there could be are-un ifi
cation of all the people in peace.
THE DRAFT: Our image of
Cotton when we went was that he

UNH poultry barn roof collapses

by Bill Walker

At about 2;30 a.m . during the
first week of February, the roof
of one of the University’ s new
poultry barns collapsed under
the weight of about three feet of
rain-soaked snow. The Santelli
Construction Company of Ba
tavia, N.Y. built the barn four
years ago along with three others,
at a total cost of approximately
$265,000.
The
structure,
which was
empty at the time of the collapse,
was intended for use as a brood
e r barn in which young birds could
be raised for use in research
and teaching. The loss of the barn
will necessitate the continued use
of the old brooder barn adjacent
to F o rest Park. That barn has
often been criticized by residents
of the Park for the odors which
eminate from it when the wind
is right.
The barn was a prefabricated
wooden structure with wooden
tru sses supporting the roof. It
was built in sections at Batavia
and trucked to Durham, where
it was erected near the Ritzman

Nutrition Laboratory.
Donald
Whittaker,
poultry
farm superintendent, and the per
son directly responsible for the
four-barn complex said, “ It ap
pears as near as I can tell, the
tru sses broke (under) the weight
of the snow. The roofwentin, and
as it went in it wedged the walls
ap art.” He mentioned that as far
as he knew there were no safety
standards set by the state to pre
vent such structural failures. “ I
don’t think that the University
architects had anything to do with
setting up specifications for these
buildings,” he added.
He also mentioned the fact that
the building had no interior walls
to help strengthen it as some of
the other barns did but “ accord
ing to the contractor this was
supposed to be all right.” Asked
if he had experienced any trouble
with the three ocher barns he
replied,
“ We haven’t had too
much trouble.
We did have a
little problem, the roof (of one
of the other barns) started to sag
two or three winters ago and we
had to put up a few two by fours
inside.”

John Hill, associate professor
of wood science and technology
in the Forest Resources Depart
ment refused comment as to why
this particular building failed. He
did say that this type of accident
could
have occurred by not
“ using material which was prop
erly identified. . .to have suf
ficient strength. The fact that this
was a wooden building (rather
than concrete and steel or some
other material) had nothing to do
with the reasons it failed. It has
to do with factors of design (and)
the way (the wood) was used.”
Vincent E . Todd, physical plant
development d irector, said that
the
barns were
constructed
basically in accordance with the
plans of the contractor. He said
that there was nothing basically
wrong with prefabrication of
barns. He mentioned that archi
tect “ Don Dummer of P ercy As
sociates. . .supervised the con
struction” of the barns. “ All of
our construction is supervised by
a rch itects,” he said, but also ad
mitted that Sumner had not de
signed the buildings.

Bring your ears down to

The Aquarius Coffeehouse
Fri. J. Plummer Ayer and Flash Fagan
Sat. Bradford Building Funky Country Band
Sun. Hoot night

open 8 p.m. - 1 a.m.
adm ission 25<P

aownsiairs in scnofieia House

We Are Now Accepting
Applications For

SUMMER & FALL SEMESTER
RENTALS
SINGLES

i DOUBLES

• APARTMENTS
• PARKING

• KITCHENS

►FURNISHED

“Beat the Housing Rush —Register Now
apply in person at
or clip and mall this coupon
to No. 5 Strafford Avenue Corporation
P.O. Box 5d7
Durham, N.H.

CAMPUS REALTY

Sidore series sponsors
ping pong correspondent
John Rich, an NBC news cor
respondent who recently follow
ed the American table tennis
team on its visit through Com
munist China, will be at UNH
next Monday as the final Sidore
lecturer of this year. He will
offer a talk titled “ Report On
China,” at 8 p.m. in the MultiPurpose Room of the Union.
The ping pong players, plus
three newsmen and two Japan
ese technicians, were unexpect
edly invited to tour China early
this April. It was the first such
open invitation to Americans in
the 22 years the Communist have
been in control of China.
The group toured several large
cities in China, including Shang
hai, and also saw the Great Wall
of China. The reports of the news
men were the first indication on
the conditions and “ mood” among
the people since China was seal
ed off by the Communists in 1949.
Rich has been NBC’ s F a r E as
tern correspondent,
and ace
“ China Watcher”
since 1962
from his headquarters in Tokyo.

UNH STUDENTS. . .HAVE YOU THOUGHT ABOUT
TAKING UNH COURSES IN THE EVENINGS THIS SUM
MER AT THE MERRIMACK VALLEY BRANCH?
7 Weeks of Class
JUNE 21 - AUGUST 6, 1971
1 Week Reading Period - Aug. 9 - 1 2
PR E -R E G IS T R A TIO N A C C E P T E D AFTER JUN E 1
All Degree Courses are 4 Credits each.
COURSE CHARGES $100. per course
DEPARTMENT

COURSE
NO.

TITLE

DAY

TIME

Biology

401

Human Biology:
Elementary Physiology

Mon. & Wed.

7:00-9:30 P.M.

Biology

725

Man and His Natural
Competitors

Tues. & Thurs.

7:00-9:30 P.M.

Economics

401

Principles of Economics

Tues. & Thurs.

7:00-9:30 P.M.

Education

481

Educational Psychology of
Development

Mon. & Wed.

7:00-9:30 P.M.

Education

612

Teaching Elementary School
Math

Mon. & Wed.

7:00-9:30 P.M.

Education

614

Teaching Elementary School
Reading

Tues. & Thurs.

7:00-9:30 P.M.

Education

657

Psychology of Human
Learning

Tues. & Thurs.

7:00-9:30 P.M.

Education

659

Principles of Education

Mon. & Wed.

7:00-9:30 P.M.

Education

734

Children’s Literature

Mon. & Wed.

7:00-9:30 P.M.

Education

763

Instructional Media

Tues. & Thurs.

7:00-9:30 P.M.

Education

785

Educational Test and
Measurements

Mon. & Wed.

7:00-9:30 P.M,

Education

810

Reading and Study in the
Secondary School

Tues. & Thurs.

7:00-9:30 P.M.

Education

820

Counseling Theory arid
Practice

Tues. & Thurs.

7:00-9:30 P.M.

Education

824

Counseling and Guidance in
the Elementary School

Mon. & Wed.

7:00-9:30 P.M.

Education

864

Personnel and CommunicationTues. & Thurs.
in Educational Organizations

7:00-9:30 P.M.

Education

888

The Cultures of Poverty
and Affluence

Mon. & Wed.

7:00-9:30 P.M.

English

401

Freshman English

Mon. & Wed.

7:00-9:30 P.M.

English

501

Expository Writing

Mon. & Wed.

7:00-9:30 P.M.

English

747 American Fiction and Drama
of the Twentieth Century

Tues. & Thurs.

7:00-9:30 P.M.

History

501

Tues. & Thurs.

7:00-9:30 P.M.

History

749 The Age of Revolution

Mon. & Wed.

7:00-9:30 P.M.

History

785 The Modern Middle East

Tues. & Thurs.

7:00-9:30 P.M.

Mathematics

405

Mon. & Wed.

7:00-9:30 P.M.

Mathematics

425

Tues. & Thurs.

7:00-9:30 P.M.

Philosophy

410

Introduction to
Philosophy

Mon. & Wed.

7:00-9:30 P.M.

Philosophy

600

Philosophy through
Literature

Tues. & Thurs.

7:00-9:30 P.M.

Political Science

401

Introduction to
Political Science

Mon. & Wed.

7:00-9:30 P.M.

Political Science

737

Contemporary
South East Asia

Tues. & Thurs.

7:00-9:30 P.M.

Psychology

401

Introduction to
Psychology

Tues. & Thurs.

7:00-9:30 P.M.

Psychology

575

Development of the Normal
and Exceptional Child

Mon. & Wed.

7:00-9:30 P.M.

Sociology

400

Introductory Sociology

Mon. & Wed.

7:00-9:30 P.M.

Sociology

540

Social Problems

Tues. & Thurs.

7:00-9:30 P.M.

Sociology

755

Ethnography of
Southeast Asia

Mon. & Wed.

7:00-9:30 P.M.

Speech & Drama

721

Speech Problems for
the Classroom Teacher

Tues. & Thurs.

7:00-9:30 P.M.

Business

213

Economics

World History

Introductory College
Mathematics
Calculus 1

APPLIED BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

Name.

Durham, N.H.
868-2797

7:00-9:30 P.M.

SHORT TERM AND CERTIFICATE COURSES

Address.

47 Main Street

Tues. & Thurs.

Phone N o.,

English

002

Speed Reading

$60

6 weeks

Mon. & Wed.

7:00-9:30 P.M.

CRE

001

College
Refresher English

$100

7 weeks

Mon. & Wed.

7:00-9:30 P.M.

CRM

001

College Refresher $ iqo
Mathematics

7 weeks

Tues. & Thurs.

7:00-9:30 P.M.

.Class.

I am interested in privately owned off campus housing
□

Double Rooms — 2 students per room

□

Single Room — 1 student per room

□

Apartments — 4 students per apt.
Summer Session 1971
Fall Semester 1971/1972

CLASSES HELD AT SOUTHSIDE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
SOUTH JEWETT STREET, MANCHESTER, NEW HAMPSHIRE
For Registration Information and Course Descriptions, call or write
ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR
REGISTRATION:
Merrimack Valley Branch UNH
At 501 South Porter Street
501 South Porter Street
Manchester, New Hampshire
Manchester, New Hampshire 03103
Wednesday, June 16 12:01 - 7:00 p.m.
Telephone 623-4240 or 669-5811
Thursday, June 17
12:01 - 7:00 p.m.
Friday, June 18
12:01 - 7:00 p.m.

BULLETINS

AVAILABLE AT THE ADM ISSIO NS
OFFICE, THOMPSON FALL

Tuesday T H E N E W H A M P S H IR E May 11, 1971

Fine ARts
Local
Film quickies
Franklin
“ W ar and P eace” - If you can
sit through it, you get Estonia,
half of the Austro-Hungarian
empire, and reparations from
Russia.
E xeter
“ Tora Tora T ora” - Longa,
longa, longa
T ri-C ity
“ Beyond All Lim its” - of good
taste
“ Vanishing Point” - --------Portsmouth Civic
“ Little Murders” - big on
Gould (Eliot)
Portsmouth Cinema
“ Get C arter” - get air-sick
bag in the lobby
And some other comings and
goings
“ Valdez is Coming” - If I’d
known, I’d a baked a cake,
“ T rash” - a good movie
“ Cain’s Way” - a bad movie
“ The Likorice Quartet” - a
sick movie

An open hearing on the University
ca len d ar
for 1971-72 will
be held in the
S e nate-Merrimack
room ,
M UB,
Thursd ay,
May
13, at 4 p.m.

by Bruce Auger

ARt hAppeniriGS
“CAMILLE”
The Speech and Drama Department
will present “C am ille,” A lexander
Dumas’ classic play tonight, Ma>' 11 at 8
p.m. The performance will take place in
Hennesey Theater of PAC. Admission is
$ 1.00 .

“GALLERY CONCERT”
The Student Night Gallery Concert,
formerly scheduled for Ma\' 4, will be
presented tonight at 8 p.m. in the Scudder Gallery. Composers featured will
range from Mozart to Gilbert X’inter.

, “NEW HAMPSHIREMEN”
The New Hampshiremen and the Con

cert Choir \\'ill present a joint concert on
Sunday, May 16, at 7 p.m. in John.son
Theater.

“CERAMICS SHOW”
The New England Ceramics Show
will be held during the week of Ma>' 17
in the Multi-Purpose Room of the I'nion.
The show will run from 10 to 5 p.m.,
and is open to the public.

“STUDENT EXHIBIT ”
An exhibit of student art will be on dis
play until May 20 in Scudder Gallery of
Paul Arts. 1'he gallery is open dail>'.

act look
by Sue Ahearn
Fine Arts Editor
student activism does not al
ways imply politics: Such is the
case with many student cultural
activities.
The Student A rt exhibit, com
posed solely of student works,
offers an excellent opportunity to
see how the arts are progressing
at UNH. Perhaps a visit to the
Scudder Gallery exhibit might be
a chance to discover certain con
tem porary trends visible in stu
dent works.
Another facet of student in
volvement in the arts is the sen
ior recital, Thse recitals are
required of applied music ma
jors,
who spent an enormous
amount of time preparing for
them. The recitals are usually
poorly attended, and it appears
that the university community is

neglecting a valuable cultural
resou rce.
The Speech and Drama Depart
ment also offers numerous pro
ductions that are entirely or
ganized by students. They not
only act in these productions, but
often write and direct them too.
In the past year there have been
a number of student theater pro
ductions of noticeably high quali
ty. They are responsible for many
performances that the University
cultural organizations could not
realistitally bring to the Uni
versity due to a lack of funds.
The students of the University
are a major cultural and artistic
asset that is invaluable to the
community. Student artistic en
deavors in all fields of the arts
should be recognized for their re
freshing and original contribu
tions.

Gary Anderson, a form er UNH
student, has produced a docu
mentary film entitled “ Mayflow
e r s ” . The film was shown last
Friday night, and deals with the
student strike at UNH last spring.
In “ Mayflowers,” Anderson
uses the techniques of “ Woodstock” and “ E asyR id er” top roduce a new dimension in docu
m entaries. Anderson sets up the
background information using a
montage of still pictures. The
film moves from Hoffman, Rubin
and Dellinger’s appearance on
campus to actions and statements
of student and faculty during the
strike. It ends with Mark Wefers
“ crucificion” and “ re su rre c
tion” , after his experiences in
federal court.
“ Mayflowers” is not just a
documentary film. Apderson has
used members ofthe actual event.
Persons like William Loeb, a New
Hampshire state legislator, and
the “ Chicago 3” act as protagon
ists in the real life dram a. He has
created a film within a film.
By depending on the inspira
tion of the amateur cast’ s re 
marks, the film attempts to get at
the truth, rather than simply re 
cord the event.
Using Loeb’ s
sem i-sm ile and low volume re 
m arks, Mark W efers’ wide grin
and worry lines, Dellinger’s
white shirt and baggy pants,
and the urgency and frustration
of the crowd, Anderson peels
away protective layers of per
sonality to get to the real person
inside.
The film appears to accent a
left-wing viewpoint in the begin
ning, but by the end of the film the
viewer is unsure about Ander
son’ s viewpoint. It is an audience
participation
film.
Anderson
wants
the audience to take a
look at themselves through their
reaction to the film.
“ Mayflowers” is appealing to
students. Unfortunately it won’t
reach the eyes and e ars of those
who need to view it most. After

initial sound problems and a rapid
opening “ pan” of the University,
the film becomes a flawless docu
mentary. Anderson the director
never steps in with a subjective
rem ark.
The participants are shown in
harsh, grainy still pictures and
even harsher 16 millim eter film.
The actions and facial features
of members of the story are not
veiled or removed. Anderson
uses still photography shots not
just for continuity value, but as
a major statement about the event
and its implications. A close-up
of a face grows into a crowd of
many thousands, a hand becomes
attached to an arm , a body, a
person,
and is finally a full
frame of the audience.
The viewer may feel Anderson
has made a movie about revolu(Continued on page 4)

Classifieds
tributing Company, Suite 14, 4821 Sahier St., Omaha, Nebraska
68104 or call 402-455-3395 (no collect calls).

McGOYERH fo r PRESIDENT
Students for McGovern for Pres.
P.O. Box 10
Durham, N.H. 03824

TH E
NEW
HAMPSHIRE
prints
notices free of charge for any non-profit
organization on campus. Deadlines for
publication are 6 p.m. on Sunday for
Tuesday’s issue and 6 p.m. on W ed
nesday for F'riday’s issue. Due space limi
tations Bulletin Board nf)tices can be run
only two issues prior to the event.

BONNER AT PORTSMOUTH
President-elect Thomas N. Bonner will
address the annual banquet of the AAUP
May 18. There will be a 7:15 p.m. buffet
at the Rockingham Hotel, Portsmouth,
preceded by a social hour at 6 p.m. The
cost is $5.75 per person. Those wishing
to attend should contact Professor Herb
ert Tischler, Earth Sciences, Jam es Hall.

SENIOR LIFE
SAVING COURSE
The Durham Chapter, American Red
Cross Senior Life Saving Course will be
offered at the L'NH pool May 10
through May 0 from 3 to 5 p.m. Also, a
review course for American Red Cross
W ater Safety Instructors will be offered
on the same days from 5 to 7 p.m. For
additional information call Mrs. Donald
Sumner, at 868-2579.

Interested students are invited to taste
foods and help plan menus 'I’hursdays at
2:(X) p.m. in the experimental kitchen.
Stillings Hall. For further details contact
RHA(i office, ext. 21'146.

MYSTIC VALLEY RAILWAY
I ’here will be a meeting of the Mystic
\’alle>- Railwa\- Societ\- in the Smith Hall
Lounge a t '7:30 p.m. on Ma>- 19. E\ eryone is im ited.

LAG BA-OMER WEEKEND
The Jewish Life (Council of Dartmouth
College invites all Jewi.sh students at
I'N H to spend Lag Ba-onier weekend
with them. There u ill be singing, danc
ing, campfire, etc., and there is no fee.
Just bring a sleeping
bag.
Fo r
information call Rob at 742-2183.

Signed: Dan Greenleaf and Leo Lessard

NEW PRCXIRAM ON WUNH-AM
W'L’.\H-.‘\M gi\es \’ou a choice Sunda\s itiroiigli I luirsclas s on 1 he Alternati\ e”
featuring
i)rogressi\e and
light-hea\ \w I'lght somuls from 7 to 9

BRAD’S

' ■.

.

4.

X

U N H S T R IK E 1 9 7 0

bulletin board

STILLINGS

FOR SALE — Lange boots. This year’s model PRO. $85. Call
Jeanne Nadeau, 862-2171, or 862-1217.
MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE — 1970 BSA 441 Victor Special. Per
fect condition, must sell, under 2500 miles. Call Al, 868-5645. N-1
“Coops.” Leave message.
FOR SALE — 1969 Bridgestone motorcycle 350cc’s. 350 gtr. Can
be seen at Cobb’s Citgo in Durham. 28oo miles. Price $550, or
best offer. Call 862-3026, or ask at the station.
TUTORING — Grad student from France available for tutoring
French or Italian in June. Call Frederique Javouhey 862-3756, or
write Philbrook 3320.
FOR SALE — Stereo system. 80 watt amplifier — component sys
tem. Approximately six months old. Asking $150. Call Dennis at
862-1143.
GARAGE SALE — May 14, 15, and 16. Tolend Road, Dover, Just
over spauiamg pixe. Bookcases, cabinets, rugs, typewriter, stenotype machine, clothing, and miscellaneous items.
OLDE MADBURY LANE — Brand new luxury apartments in a
well-landscaped, rural N.E. setting. Spacious and charming;
plush shag carpeting, 2 bedrooms. Convenient to Dover, Dur
ham, and Portsmouth. Faculty and mature grad students only.
Call 742-2221, 8a.m.-4:30p.m.
GUARANTEE AN APARTMENT for Sept. 1, 1971. 2 bedroom
apts — heat and hot water included. 2 students per apt. 3V2 miles
to campus. $1801 mo.—leases. Cheney Enterprises, corner Main
Street and Park Court, Durham. 868-2351.
FOR RENT — house — June 1. Executive home on the bay, with
swimming pool and boat dock. 4 bedrooms. Large living room,
family room, and sunporch. $600 mo. Cali 868-5424.
COUNTRY COMFORT WATERBEDS — King size $30.00 10-year
factory guarantee. Dealer’s and Salesman’s inquiries invited
608-257-5421. C.C.W. 550 State Madison, Wisconsin 53703.
TUTORING — Graduate Student in French available for summer
tutoring. Flexible hours — Reasonable rates. Call Mrs. Trufant
868-2902.
WOULD YOU LIKE TO OWN your own bar, and have an
eight-room pad within three miles of Durham? Can you get your
hands on $1000? If so we’re ready to do business. Please write
or call for details. 914-666-5852 days, or Box 456, Bedford Hills,
New York 10507.
WANTED — Ambitious men of all trades, north to Alaska and Yu
kon, around $2800 a month. For complete information write to
JOB RESEARCH, P.O. Box 161, Stn-A, Rotonto, Ont. Enclose $3
to cover cost.
INTERESTED IN STARTING YOUR OWN BUSINESS this
summer with a new nationally-known product? Write R.A.H. Dis

may
flowers

UNH premieres "M ayflowers"

SPIRITUALITY CONFERENCE

p.m. in dormitory radios at 630KC.

UNH POOL
The University Field House pool will
be open for general recreation swim
ming the following hours during the
reading and exam periods: Monday,
Wednesday, and Fridays, 12 to 3 p.m.
and 7 to 10 p.m.; Tuesdays and Thurs
day, 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. and 9 to 10 p.m.;
Saturday and Sunday, 2 to 5 p.m. It will
be open Family Recreation on Friday
Saturday and Sunday only.

GRADUATION INFORMATION
Students planning to graduate may ob
tain guest tickets in Room 305 of Thom p
son Hall no later than May 14. Faculty
and staff tickets are ver>’ limited but can
be ordered at the same place.

CAMPUS GOLD
There will be a Campus Gold meeting
tonight at 6:30 p.m. in Room 127 of the
Union.

FOUND
A pair of tortoise shell glasses were
found on the president’s lawn April 28.
If anyone thinks that they might be
theirs, call 862-1490 in T H E NEW
HAMPSHIRE Office.

STUDENT JUDICIARY BOARD
Anyone interested in being on the
Student Judiciary Board should apply at
the Dean of Students O ffice by calling
and leaving their name and phone num
ber by Friday, May 14, 4:30 p.m.

MORTAR BOARD
There will be a Mortar Board meeting
May 17 at 7:00 p.m. in the Sullivan
Room of the L'nion.

COLLECTION
The .Newmarket Day Care Center has
started collecting for articles, large and
small, for the Third Annual Spring Auc
tion. These articles will be sold for the
benefit of the children at the Center.
This is a chance to get rid of unneeded
and unwanted articles that someone else
would be glad to have. Items may be
left at the home of Thomas Bernier,
Lang's Lane, .Newmarket, afternoons,
evenings, and weekends, or call 659-5.355
to make arrangements for pick-up.

There will be a Spiritualit>’ Confer
ence directed b>’ Rev. William 4’ucker of
Dover Thursday afternoons from 3:.30
p.m. -5:30 p.m. in the Hex Room of
W’SBE. This five session course is called
“Explorations into Human Emotions and
Spirituality.”

CRIMINOLOGY
Anyone interested in taking Criminolo
gy, Sociology 703, next fall contact Carol
at 862-3862 or Paula at 862-.3856. If
enough students ^^'ish to take the course,
the department may offer it.
t

MINIMUM AVERAGE RAISED

The rising grade-point average of
UNH students has caused Phi Beta
Kappa to increase the minimum average
required for consideration for m em ber
ship. A constitutional limit of 10 percent
of the eligible graduating seniors neces
sitated this change.

LIFE STYLE FESTIVAL
There will be an Alternative Life Style
Festival sponsored by the Sidore Lecture
Committee May 12-14 from 10 a.m. to
10 p.m. in the College Woods just past
the athletic field parking lot. I ’here will
be no admission charged.

LIFE STUDIES TEACHING
Those interested in teaching in Life
Studies next fall should call 22248 and
ask for Lisa.

EXPLORE NEEDS HELP
Explore, the student-published maga
zine of course evaluations, needs people
to aid in distribution. If interested, go to
SPO Room HOC of the l^nion between
12 abd 2 or call Bruce Harvey at
742-9561 after 5 p.m.

CAT FOUND
A grey and white cat with double
paws was found in the vicinitj’ of
Packers Falls Rd. and Rte. 155. Call
659-3047 after 4 p.m.

SPANISH TABLE
Spanish Table meets Tuesdays and Fridavs in Stillings Dining Hall from 12-1
Those who do not eat regularly in Still
ings can obtain a free lunch ticket from
the Spanish and Classics Department.

fmf of Sthool Year
Bui| Up Fofi SuHtHten Hm!
QUALITY MERCHANDISE AT
S A L E PR ICES
REDUaiONS OF 20% AND UP!

1

BEST BUYS AT BRADYS

The College Shop
BRAD M d ilTIRE
FAIR TRADE ITEMS EXCEPTED

DURHAM, HEW HAMPSHIRE
ALL SALES CASH AND FINAL

When the masses of mankind are awakened and enter the Faith of
God, a new process is set in motion and the growth of a new civili
zation begins. Witness the emergence of Christianity and Islam.
These masses are the rank and file, steeped in traditions of their
own, but receptive to the new Word of God, by which, when they
truly respond to it, they become so influenced as to transform those
who come in contact with them.
God’s standards are different from those of men. According to
men’s standards, the acceptance of any cause by people of distinc
tion, of recognized fame and status, determines the value of that
cause. But in the words of Baha’u’llah (prophet-founder of Baha’i
Faith); “The summons and Message which We gave were never in
tended to reach or to benefit one land or one people only. Mankind
in its entirety must firmly adhere to whatsoever has been revealed
and vouchsafed unto it.”

Goo<d Food

DR/\FT
GN THE

Wed —
Thurs —
Fri —
Sat —

H IU

iw

N E W /A F .R K F T

Bob Corbley plays “THE FOOL”
Newmarket Lonely Hearts Club “HOLDING HANDS’
Ken Shaw
Evan Leonard

anytime now — Frank MacDonald pays the bill.

THE UNH BAHA’I CLUB INVITED YOU TO AN INFORMAL
PRESENTATION OF THE BAHA’I FAITH— WEDNESDAY, MAY 12,
9:00 P.M. in the ROCKINGHAM ROOM in the MUB
literature & refreshments
available
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The

"poor siste r’" of university structure

by Phil Cotton
Staff Reporter

salaries of professor, associate
professor,'’' and assistant pro
fessor in the college are second
highest at the University. Whit
tem ore School salaries are the
highest at the University, sur
passed in each category only by
Whittemore School.
“ There are differences among
the colleges that are justified,’’
said Ellis, “ and there are some
that are not.’’
“ F o r instance, lab costs in
technology
are justified, but
gross differences in teaching
loads are not. The responsibility
of different faculty members
should be equal.’’
The student credits taught per
faculty teaching member in the
College of Technology is one-half
the amount taught by a member
in Liberal A rts.
“ There
is a sen se,’ ’ said
College of Technology Dean Rich
ard S. Davis, “ of quality and
concern to represent our fields
of study.”
“ A major difference is that we
started in graduate programs
e a rlie r than some of the other
colleges. It aids our own prob
lem s, since we have a high com
mitment to research . A commit
ment that takes a lot of facilities,
and costs m ore,” said Davis.

The College of Liberal A rts,
the “ poor siste r’ ’ of the Uni
versity structure since 1923,
might still be the poor siste r. But
today it more resem bles a coarse
Cinderella
dominated by her
step -sisters.
“ In some ways Liberal Arts
is the poor s is te r,’ ’ said Aca
demic V ice-President David W.
Ellis, “ but in other ways it is
not. We have an equity problem,
and Liberal A rts is not where it
should be.’ ’
“ In the late 1950’ s ,’’ added
the sciences were dominant. Be
fore that. Agriculture was dom
inant, and then two things oc
curred that changed the picture.’’
“ The first of these was the
belief that graduate work should
start in the University. It was then
that the University became a re a l
university. And it was then that
the College of Liberal A rts came
into its own,’’ said E llis.
“ The second of these, there
were two things that were hap
pening. Greater enrollment, and
a change in student interest,’’
continued
E llis.
“ With this
change, there was a real need for
improvement in the quality of the
college, and the improvement in
the sixties, up to today, in Lib
e ra l Arts has been g reat.’’
In 1931, the University of New
Hampshire had 1,591 students;
in 1943, 1,964; in 1951, 3,157;
in 1961, 3,612 students. Finally
today, there are 8800 students
enrolled at the University.
In 1923 the University consist
ed of three colleges, today those
three are joined by three more,
Whittemore, Health Studies, and
Life Sciences and Agriculture.
The combined enrollment in the
adjoining three surpasses the
entire enrollment of the Uni
versity in 1931.

Financial problems
“ Although the College of Lib
eral A rts has not had the level
of support it needs, and there
has been a high proportion of the
budget going to LA recently,”
said Davis, “ in principle I don’t
see
destroying something of
quality, while at the same time
something else is built up.”
“ Of course our faculty cost
more because of the market, and
we do have problems of employ
ment. You see, a student in Lib
e ral A rts has one major place to
go, and that is in the academic
field. In the hard sciences and
engineering, most go into in
dustry. The education of a tech
nology student is more directed,
more specific, as opposed to a
general education in Liberal
A rts ,” explained Davis.
“ It naturally follows that the
faculty in the College of Tech
nology have to be more special
ized,” continued Davis, “ and the
good ones don’t come cheap, since
we have to compete with the mar
ket for them.”
“ Everyone
knows it costs
m ore,” said acting Liberal Arts
Dean Melville Neilson. “ P e r dol
la r, the College of Liberal Arts
can handle more students,” con
tinued Neilson. “ But as we com
pare the colleges, we have to be
careful of the artificial division
of the colleges.”
“ Over the past few years, the
College of Liberal A rts has done
better in getting its share, but it is
still a very serious problem.”
“ We feel we are the center, the

D evelo p m en ts

The growth of the University in
facilities is equally large. Ten
years ago, the only buildings on
the College Road side of the
campus
were Kingsbury Hall,
without the new
math wing;
Spaulding Life Science building;
a newly opened Paul A rts build
ing without additions; four bar
rack-type apartment buildings
called College Road apartments;
and the poultry farm building op
posite Kingsbury Hall.
The College of Liberal Arts
has grown from 1,250 students
in the 1941-42 academic year,
to 4,186 students in the 1969-70
academic year.
The dominance of science stud
ies at the University during the
late 1950’s and early 1960’ s aided
the college in attaining high aca
demic standards, as well as high
costs.
L ast year, the College of Tech
nology, with seven departments
manded over $2 million of the
University budget. The average

c o r e o f th e U n i v e r s i t y s t r u c t u r e ,

and we feel we deserve equal

Ray F. MacDonald Agency
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1 Madbury Rd., Durham
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treatm ent,” said Neilson. “ What
is needed is a very concerted
effort to remedy the problem.”
“ In the history of the Univer
sity,” related Neilson, “ there
was no College of Liberal A rts,
it was Agriculture and Mechanic
al Sciences. Back in 1950, when I
first came here, there was quite
a struggle to have a real lib
eral arts program .”
“ Today, there is still great im
balance in graduate program s
among the colleges and within
this college,” said Neilson. “ And
graduate program s do make a
difference in teaching loads.”

Cost to educate
“ There are some differences
of hiring of faculty between the
colleges and of course the people
in technology and Whittemore
will talk about competing with
■the market,” offered Neilson.
“ But the pipeline has been open
ed via the recession, and now
there are more people for the jobs
available.”
“ The market
causes us to
pay,” responded Dean Davis. “ As
far as the market being flooded,
people are generalizing out of a
perception of what is happening
in the market, and in most fields
of the sciences it just is not so .”
“ The
ones who have
the
moxie,” said Davis, “ are out
teaching the students. You can’t
have half-baked faculty.”
“ I assum e,” said Dean Neil
son, “ that there is some dis
sension among the colleges, but
it is much reduced from what it
was in 1950.”
In the last academic year, in
unrestricted expenditures, the
College of Liberal A rts, had a
$3.4 million budget for 4,186 stu
dents in the college.
The Co’ lege of Technology had
a $2 million budget for 723 stu
dents. Next highest was the Col
lege of Life Sciences and Agri
culture with $780 thousand for 490
students.
Whittemore School had $677
thousand and the College of Health
Studies had $520 thousand for 564
and 471 students respectively.
It costs nearly three times as
much to educate a technology stu
dent; one and a half times as
much to educate a business stu
dent; nearly twice as much to edu
cate a life science student; near
ly one and a half times to edu
cate a health student; as it costs
to educate a liberal arts student.

Pay scales
L ast academic year, 63 per
cent of the undergraduate body
was enrolled in the College of
Liberal A rts, and the majority of
the LA students are female.
The average salaries of pro
fessor, associate and assistant
professor at the University are
$18,326, $13,906, and $11,520
respectively.
The averages for the College
Of Technology for the three posi
tions are $19,591, $14,838, and
$12,395 respectively.
In
Whittemore School
the
averages are $19,745, $14,838,
and $13,810.
In the College of Liberal Arts
they are $18,901, $13,810, and
$11,225.

Clean and Store your winter woolens
Returned in the fall ready to wear
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Durham, N.H. 868-2488
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“ I want more money for the
College of Liberal A rts ,” stated
Dean Neilson flatly. “ It is pretty
disturbing to see the discrepan
cies in salary disciplines. But
let me say again, there have been
significant gains, and of course I
feel the people in the other col
leges are honestly doing what they
feel is necessary.”
“ Academics are too slow to
change,” added E llis. “ What is
needed is the means to encourage
faculty, students, and adminis
tration to work together, to co
ordinate. I feel intra-disciplinary programs are something
needed.”
“ The problems that one en
counters in questions of univer
sity structure,” continued Ellis,
“ is one that can be found at any
university: a conflict of models.
We would like to get equity among
the colleges and within them.”

(Continued from page 2)
Herbert. Hoover say: that the
President needed the right to
take “ police action” in crises
to protect American citizens.
However, he said that these “ po
lice actions” had, in Korea and
Vietnam, become “ undeclared
w a rs.” Therefore, he proposed
that the draftees could only be
used
in the coptinental United
States and its possessions and
not in “ protectorates” or coun
tries with whom we have alli
ances, unless there was a war
declared by the Senate. Thus, for
“ police actions,” the President
could only use regular armed
forces personnel and, we assume.

Lickensb
COLOR by DE LUXE

Programs have flexibility
“ The College of Liberal A rts
is too big,” explained Whittemore
School i Dean Jan E . Clee. “ The
College is important to the Uni
versity, it is the center of the
University,”
“ I believe the University can
be organized, perhaps through
divisions, and become more ef
fective and efficient,” continu
ed Clee. “ At the present time
the College of Liberal Arts has
a lack of coordination, and at
times disorganization.”
“ In this college, we are very
centralized. We have no depart
ments, but have program s. With
program s rather than depart
ments, we have more flexibility,”
said Clee.
“ We don’t have the quantitative
problems of Liberal A rts.”
“ Whittemore is a professional
college and each professor has
his own specialization,” added
Clee. “ The reason we have high
e r faculty salaries, issim plybecause it is more expensive to hire
faculty. We compete with the
m arket.”
“ It is a wrong theory,” offered
Clee, “ to have a pie, and every
one gets a certain slice of it. What
we need is a bigger p ie.”
“ We are very proud of the high
quality of education and faculty
we have in W hittemore,” said
Clee. “ And I can’t see destroy
ing it while building on another.”
“ In general,” said Dean Davis,
“ we feel we are doing a pretty
good job for our students, but
historically, we in technology
have done a poor job in develop
ing courses for non-m ajors. We
are trying to develop courses of
general interest as we meet the
responsibility to make our own
students ready. You have to have
breadth in technology.”

Cotton

—N.Y. Times

VANISHING
POINT

“ If a general pay scale were
instituted, you would have to as
sume equality of the people in
volved, their contributions and
all the people aren’t equal,” said
Vice-President E llis.
“ When you compare costs of
education
and colleges, there
are differences that you have to
take into account. Some of the
major
fifferen ces,” explained
E llis, “ are the cost for support,
the faculty distribution, the com
petitive need, the program , the
serv ice.
You see numbers is
only one way to count.”
“ I’ m not saying that there is
no need for some equality, for
over the last three years there
has been a need for it. That’ s our
whole goal. All the new dollars
other than salary went into the
College of Liberal A rts, and as
it stands now Liberal A rts is
not that badly off.”
“ W e,” continued E llis, “ at
tempt not to pull down the other
colleges as we build up LA .”
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George Romoser’ s term as
Chairman of the Political Science
Department has ended. We all
want to wish him a fond adieu. His
reign has been interesting and
fruitful. Don’t forget folks, the
poppy is also a flower.
The T eam ster’ s Union is try
ing to organize the administra
tion here at UNH. They agree
that they can’t do much for in
creasing
salaries,
but have
promised interested administra
tors
part-tim e
jobs driving
ten-w heelers. . .Is
there any
connection between William Loeb
trying to get Jimmy Hoffa out of
jaU andthe team ster’ s organizing
the administration and President
Bonner agreeing to step down if an
adequate
replacement can be
found?
Talking about dirty rum ors, my
usually reliable sources claim it’s
wonderful that Rennie Davis got
paid $100,000 three years ago by
a (CIA-backed 1 organization. Did
anyone notice how fast he disap
peared last week in Washington?
$100,000 bail for conspiracy to
riot is hard to believe.
I saw “ Mayflowers” Friday
night. Mark Wefers showed up in
cognito. (coat and tie) Carolyn
Beebe came as the Cheshire Cat.
More people showed up for the
film of last year’ s demonstration
than showedupfor this y ear’s live
presentation. What happened to

"Mayflowers”
(Continued from page 3)
tionary youth and freedom. Al
though they may think that’ s the
message, they can’t be sure.
Anderson got the idea for the
film while working atWENH-TV,
He approached MUSO with his
idea about making a film on last
spring’ s strike. He received a

active reserv ists.
Both Cotton and McIntyre (we
did not see the latter although we
did talk with his two top aides,
L a rry Smith and Ken Birkhead,
for over an hour) feel that we can
not end the draft while we are
involved in Indochina and that
the “ civilian input” is import
ant. We wondered: at the lowest
level as privates or as second
lieutenants from ROTC in the
officers’ ranks?
UNH: Cotton does not regret
his opinions as expressed in the
Senate about the tru stees’ se
lection of Dr. Thomas Bonner as
the 15th president of UNH. He
has not changedhis viewat all.He
feels that the timing of the ap
pointment was very bad political
ly and served as an em barassment to him with the Nixon ad
ministration. He stated that if
the trustees were committed to
tne cnoice oi Bonner, they should
have
appointed an
“ interim
president”
until
after next
March’s
“ first-in-the-nation”
prim ary.
In
that prim ary.
Senator
George McGovern, the only an
nounced candidate for president
and a recent visitor to the State,
would be running and the appoint
ment of his form er aide as presi
dent of UNH was poorly timed
politically and came with Cotton’s
knowledge.
He questioned whether “ hun
dreds
of candidates”
were
screened.
I replied that I had
talked
with a member of the
Search Committee at one point
and was told that something like
247 persons had written inquiries
about the post. The Senator would
not believe that. Neither would he
accept the fact that three deans
with whom I had spoken regarded
Bonner as the most qualified
person to head the University.
It was and remains basically a
political concern for the Senator.
As we left, he said, “ I am
seventy now, but I can tell you
one thing, I won’t be around as
long as J . Edgar Hoover.”
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by Bruce Auger

all those
UNH students
who
cared?
They all couldn’t have
graduated.
One of my many fans sent me
a crystal ball yesterday, hoping
that I’d get better insight into what
is wonderful. The glass eye is a
dud. It only sees into the future.
Here are some wonderfuls for
May 11, 1972:
That the “ Ram” agreed it had
been ripping off its clients for the
past two years and will now make
reparation payments to all stu
dents.
That BSU’s
second annual
Black Arts Festival is attended
by 5000 UNH students and 15,000
New Hampshire citizens.
That the University agrees to
hire students for such manual
labor projects as building the
electric gate near Hood House
and giving out parking tickets.
Thse jobs will be open to stu
dents in *73-’74,
That the House of Representa
tives of the State of N, H. agrees
their bill to provide a place for
one student member on the Board
of Trustees is flagrant tokenism.
The bill will be repealed.
That the administration real
izes last year’s Alternative Life
Style festival should be more
than a three day get together.
The land used for the festival
will be donated by the University
to the student body to set up a

That Alice, the deceased Mill
Pond swan has left behind one egg
which Hamilton, her mate, has
been trying to hatch for the past
year. Hamilton has asked me to
make it known tha,t he is aware
of the population problem and
has aborted his efforts. A solemn
high requiem mass will precede
a ham and egg breakfast next
Friday.
And, finally, it’ s wonderful that
the. Administration has agreed to
include relevant courses in all
departments for the ’7 3 -’74 se
m ester. For example: Penman
ship I for all apathetic dissenters
who can’t write opinions to their
major departments and news
papers. Talking I for wrestling
and football players who get at
tendance certificates instead of
diplomas. Vocabulary I for the
staff of the “ Revolver.” Man
ners and Couth I for fraternity
members. And Intelligence and
Organization I for
May Day
people.

five hundred dollar budget and
complete freedom to do as he
wished in the film. The Student
Caucus also made two hundred
dollars available, but the cost
of the film ran over three thou
sand dollars. When asked about
his future plans, Anderson com
mented, “ Sleep, re st, and pay
off loans for $2300. The film
will be shown this week in the
Union, and students are asked
for any and all donations,”
Anderson credits Jeff Serotkin,
Fred Bavendam, Nick Wallner,
John Sideris, Linda Behringer
and Norm Deffosses for the use of
their still photographs.
When asked what problems he
encountered making the film, An
derson replied that he had diffi
culty in obtaining a sound track
and film footage. According to

Anderson, federal agents had at
tempted to obtain the same foot
age to use against Mar!. W efers.
The source in possession of the
film footage felt Anderson should
have
gone elsewhere for the
m aterial, but they finally re 
lented and gave it to him. All
footage but the interviews in the
film had to be sound dubbed, forc
ing Anderson into editing prob
lem s. The end result proved ade
quate however. Anderson credit
ed Gall Kelley for working many
tedious hours drawing up a writ
ten script from seven hours of
video tape,
Anderson would now like to
submit “ Mayflowers” to student
film festivals across the coun
try . He feels that students would
be the most receptive audience
for his film.

permanent alternate life style
housing to be used by students
who can’t afford the average
apartment costs in the town.
That parents refuse to attend
the annual Parents Week-end. A
spokesman for the group said a
visit here is like a visit to Rus
sia— you only see what the Rus
sians want you to see.

Tau Beta Pi’s Spring Invitation found 14 qualified
young men, and one not so young, rem arkable in
dividual. A m ong the honorary “14” are:
Brad Gould
Mike McDermid
Ralph Newton
Mark Hertel
Norman Thibault
Bob Moore
Kishorekumar Patel

Edward Smith
Jack Levinson
Roger Dugas
Steven Tucker
Alan Fleischman
John Lee
Kenneth Morman

The “one” is the Honorable Dean of Technology: Dean
D avis.

Tau Beta Officers for next year are:
President: Fumio Taku
Vice President: Jack Levinson
Secretary: Norman Thibault
Treasurer: Bob Moore
Public Relations: Greg Boardman
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Dateline:

Washington
by Bruce Cadarette

After spending 36 hours being
entertained by Washington, D.C.
police, it seems like it was al
most a year ago that I first walked
into Algonquin P eace City at
West Potomac Park, rather than
only 10 days.
About 30,000 persons were al
ready in the tent city when I ar
rived there at around 6 p.m. the
Friday before last, and the at
mosphere was more of a Woodstock than a group of persons
dedicated to shutting down the
Government. Smoke filtered into
the air from hundreds of camp
fires, while stereo system s from
many cars blasted rock music
into the air. The Doors, Grand
Funk Railroad, and Sly and the
Family
Stone all mingling to
gether in the air.
West Potomac Park was the
ideal place for the authorities
to put us because it was right in
the main air traffic route for
Washington National Airport,
plus it is surrounded on three
sides by water, making it very
easy to block off.
My first contact with New
Hampshire people was at a plan
ning session to close down the
Theodore Roosevelt Bridge. Once
this was over F walked to the
main information tent to listen
to the town meeting. On the way
I passed the food line which was
like a giant snake twisting and
coiling in different directions
with perhaps 300 persons in it.
Almost as if a foreshadowing
of my a rre st on Tuesday, one of
the speakers talked about the a r
re sts made that afternoon at the
Ju stice Department.
He ex
plained that eight or nine busloads
of people had been taken away that
afternoon. “ The big thing I want
to get across is that it was com
pletely non-violent, “ he said.
“ No bricks were thrown. It was
beautiful. People were naturally
high. The police will be violent
because they are scared, but if we
don’t make them scared they
won’t be. They are our brothers.

Virginia on Sunday. The Teddy
Roosevelt is a three lane bridge,
with a double lane and single*
lane exit ramps on the Washing
ton side. On the Virginia side,
there are two single lane and one
double
lane entrance ram ps.
Chances of escape on the Vir
ginia side was slim . The only
alternatives would be to run up a
ramp into Arlington or to cut
through a slightly wooded area
and attempt to reach the Arling
ton Memorial Bridge, which we
hoped would also be blocked.
So, no matter what, we would
be stuck in Virginia.
, One of the biggest concerns
was that we did not know how the
Virginia police would react, and
I did not like the idea of being
caught in Virginia,
Although the concert field was
packed with people, the concert
didn’t live up to expectations.
I was tired from all the walking
and sick from too much sun, so I
fell asleep early on Saturday.

Permit revoked
According to the tactical manu
al, Sunday was supposed to be our
day to sleep late in preparation
for Monday. Things did not work
out quite as planned. At seven
a.m . I was awakened by the sound
of three helicopters buzzing
overhead, and a voice booming
over a loudspeaker, “ This is the
Metropolitan P olice. The permit
for the use of this park has been,
revoked. If you do not leave im
mediately you will be arre ste d .’’
Everyone started packing to
leave, then we learned over the
radio that we had until noon to
leave. A meeting of New Hamp
sh ire, Vermont, Ohio and P itts
burgh was then called to decide
what to do. Because of the noise
of the helicopters and jets, it
was almost impossible to com
municate, so we broke back into
sm aller groups and decided we
would attempt to find places to
stay for the night and return to
Washington in the morning to
block our bridge.

bus heading for Washington. We
had the women in one bus and
the men in another. It was de
cided to break into groups ac
cording to sec, because if we
were arrested, we wouldbe jailed
with members of our own sex, and
this way we stood a chance of
being jailed with someone we
knew.
We drove along the freeway at
35 miles an hour slowing down the
traffic as much as possible. As we
approached Washington I counted
eight helicopters flying over the
city. Traffic was flowing across
our bridge when we arrived there
so we decided to drive acro ss to
see why. The answer soon became
obvious, as I looked out the win
dow and saw members of the 82nd
Airborne Division lining the side
walks along both sides Of the
bridge.
Bedlam
prevailed
on the
streets near the bridge in Wash
ington.
Demonstrators
were
stringing themselves acro ss the
streets in places, and in other
places were placing trashcans
or anything else which could be
used as roadblock in the road.
Members of Washington’ s CDU
(Civil Disturbance Unit) were
running around indiscriminantly
clubbing p rotesters and firing
teargas anyplace where four or
five persons were running to
gether.
We decided the best thing to
do was go back to Virginia and
break up into groups of three or
four and talking to the troops,
walk across the bridge.

Officers give peace sign
Walking across the bridge, they
were not as terrifying as they had
been when seen from the van.
Most of the men were in their late
teens or early twenties. I was with
Mike Barndollar and Bill Mal
oney, and as we walked across
the bridge, many of the men smil
ed at us, some flashed peace signs
at us and a few muttered “ right
on, brother.’’
One officer in the middle of the

groups. People were being ar
rested just for looking like hip
pies. All you had to do was walk
down a street and you could end
up in jail. By 13:30p.m. we heard
on WTOP news that close to
6,000 persons had already been
arrested .
By the time we got back to
the house we discovered that
five of us had been arrested.
Most of us felt discouraged. We
had slowed down business in the
city considerably, people had
gotten to work late, but over 7,000
demonstrators had been a rre st
ed and the police had used Ge
stapo tactics in arresting most
of them. I know I even started
to believe Police Chief Je r ry
Wilson when he came on the news
and said the demonstration had
been broken up and there would
be no more disturbances.
But then some of our people
went to a meeting at New Bethel
Church
called by members of
SCLC (Southern Christian Lead
ership Conference) and NWRO
(National Welfare Rights Or
ganization). They said that five
years ago when northern white
students went down South, they
were told to go home and work at
straightening out racism and oth
er things there, and when they
looked in the streets Monday they
saw we had been taking care of
business.
So they organized the march
from Franklin Square to the Ju s
tice Building, The SCLC’s re 
cord of 10 years of non-violent
protest was the only thing that
allowed
5,000 of us to march
through Washington
Tuesday
without a permit.
I was so scared Tuesday morn
ing that my butterfies were
bumping into each other. But
listening to the organization of
Golden Franks at Franklin Square
helped calm me. Encouragement
from the majority of persons we
passed on the street totally re
turned my belief that we were
doing the right thing.
From about 1 to 2 p.m. we sat
in front of the Ju stice Building
listening to speeches and chant
ing. At approximately 2 p.m.
the police had cordoned off both
ends of the street and told us we
had ten minutes to disperse or we
would be arrested . Two thousand
seven hundred of us chose to stay.
The police came in hard, macing
and clubbing, and one teargas
cannister was thrown in an at
tempt to disorganize us as on
Monday. But over the loudspeak
e r from up front, one of the bro
thers told us just to sit still
and take it easy. Also, all the
major television networks had
representatives there as well
as
cameramen
from foreign
countries, and we all began to
chant,
“ The whole world is
watching, the whole world is
watching.”

Nonviolence foils cops

The National Guard are our bro
th ers, too.’’
Mayday came clear and hot
to our nation’s Capitol. Most of
the camp was up by 7:30 a.m .
The general attitude this morn
ing was one of disgust, as many
people were fed up with the per
sons just here for the rock con
cert and not going to any of the
planning meetings. As I walked
around the camp grounds people
would pass me saying, “ speed,
m escaline.’’ And a few minutes
later someone spoke over the
loudspeaker. “ There is a guy
here selling bad acid,’’ said the
voice. “ The green capsulesr and
green tabs are between 80 and 90
per cent strychnine.” Appar
ently the warning went unheeded
by some
people, because the
medics spent a good part of the
day treating people on bad trips.
By 8:30 a.m . I had been taken
in by a group from UNH, most of
whom were strangers to me and
who over the next few days were
to become my closest friends.
At 9 a.m , a police helicopter
started flying overhead taking
pictures of the crowd.

Bridge shutdown planned
In a tactical meeting for New
Hampshire people that morning,
a tentative plan for shutting down
the bridge on Monday was given.
Three hundred volunteers were to
go into Virginia either Saturday
or Sunday and spend the time hid
ing in the woods, with c a rs picking
them up Monday to drop them off
on the Virginia side of the Theo
dore Roosevelt Bridge. Ohio had
the responsibility of blocking off
the northern side of the bridge.
This was supposed to take place
at 6:30 a.m . on Monday in order
to stop the traffic which wouldbe
avoiding Key Bridge and taking
the secondary route acro ss our
bridge.
Even the revolution is becom
ing com m ercial. As a group of
us left the Park to look at our
target, there were some hawkers
selling T -sh irts by the side of the
road. “ POW shirts $1.50. P ro
ceeds go to feed the people. Be
a hip weekend .ppie. Liberals
expected to buy two,” cried one
of the young pitchmen.
Our prim ary reason for going
to check the bridge was that our
group might have been going into

Ju st before we left. President
Nixon gave a message on the
radio saying that peaceful demon
strations were good, but that dis
ruptions would not be allowed.
The President and local authori
ties underestimated the will of the
demonstrators in the park if they
thought taking away our camp
ground would stop our attempt to
shut down the government.
Our group had found a house
in Virginia in which to stay for
the night and as we left the park
we planned to meet at the Mar
riott Hotel on the other side of
the Teddy Roosevelt Bridge and
drive to the house. As we left
we saw that the land side of the
park was ringed with police in
riot gear, ready to move in on
anyone staying after the noon
deadline.
When we arrived at the Mar
riott, we found it completely sur
rounded by police, so we kept
driving and were followed by a
Virginia police c a r. About a mile
down the road the flashing lights
came on and we were pulled over.
Three cops in riot gear got out of
the ca r, and a very nervous one
who kept pushing his sunglasses
up against his face ordered us
out of the van. None of them had
badges on. The one with the sun
glasses said they were author
ized to stop all rented vans to
check for explosives. But I think
they were doing it just for har
assment, because when he saw all
the sleeping bags, back packs,
and boxes inside our van he
simply asked us if we had any
dynamite. We said no and they
let us go.

House offered
After we arrived in Virginia
we received a call from Leon
^losenblatt, saying we had a bet
te r place to stay in Camp Springs,
Md., where we would be able to
stay as long as we were in Wash
ington. The house was owned by
Bill and Lita Culligan. Not only
did they give us their back yard
and entire bottom floor of their
house, but by the time we left,
L ita had spent three days prac
tically without sleep getting us out
of jail and had, for all intents,
adopted all of us.
On May 3 I crawled out of my
sleeping bag at 5 a.m . and by 6
I was in the back of a Volkswagon

bridge said a large group had just
been arrested on the other side
of the bridge but if we stayed in
small groups we would be fine if
we kept moving. While he said
this, I looked at the soldier in
front of me who had “ fighting
for peace is like fucking for
chastity”
written acro ss the
back of his helmet.
Shortly after that four CDU
members in riot gear approach
ed us. We backed against the
troops to let them pass, and one
said, “ O.K. let’ s move, double
tim e.” Then one tried to smash
Barndollar in the groin with his
elbow,
but hit
just a little
high. Mike doubled over and got
hit a cro ss the back with a billy
club. At the same time another
cop cracked me a cro ss the kid
neys with his stick. The four
of them then got behind us prod
ding us in the kidneys with their
clubs and yelling, “ Hurry up you
cocksuckers, keep moving.”
The soldiers were grimacing,
some of them looked mad, and a
couple said, “ There are the real
pigs.”
We got off the bridge and head
ed into teargas city. Our group
decided that the cops had things
disorganized, and we did not want
to get arrested for nothing, so we
headed for the W ILPF office
(women’s International League
for Peace and Freedom) where we
were all going to meet. All the way
to the office we were slightly
bothered by teargas which was
blowing all over the city.
On one corner a traffic of
ficer came over to ask us from
where the gas was coming. He
said he had gotten a whiff of it
e a rlie r and his gas mask did no
good. He said, “ It’ s the damn
CDU that is doing all the gass
ing. They have been resting up
in hotels all weekend, while we
have been getting called in to
work as early as three in the
morning.”
We passed our busses on the
way to the W ILPF office and found
out later that the drivers had been
arrested while walking to the of
fice .

Hunted like animals
Once I got to the office, the feel
ing of being an animal set in.
We were being hunted down and
picked off, one by one, and in

The cops were not prepared
to handle the non-violent pro
te st. They just stopped. Fo r about
a half hour nothing happened and
then they came in and began pick
ing up people who walked along
with them peacefully. After a
while one of the siste rs went up
to the loudspeaker and began
playing jazz on her flute. De
monstrators were dancing in the
street and singing peace songs^
while others were being arrested
and taken away in busses. By
5 p.m. when I was arrested , the
billy clubs had been put away and
most of the police had taken off
their riot helmets. By this time
we were in lines to be arrested,
and the people in my group stayed
close together, hoping to go to
the same detention center.
My arresting officer was kid
ding around pointing out to every
one around how mean he looked

in the Polaroid picture taken with
me. Next I had to flag down an
escort to take me to a bus, and I
spent the next 45 minutes talking
with Officer Pedroza before I
could be shipped off.
Some of the police treated us
like human beings. Before we
left. Captain A.W. Ferguson came
over to our bus and gave out all
the cigarettes he had left. Our
bus driver, Tom, and matron,
Barbara, also joked with us for
the two hours we sat in their bus
waiting outside of D istrict Court
where I was going to be jailed for
the next 33 hours. Also, just be
fore we were taken underground
at 8 p.m., one officer brought a
bag full of hamburgers to our bus.

People herded into cells
District Court is like some
thing
from “ 1984.” The bus
drove to a door at the basement
level. The green hydraulic door
opened down and we drove into an
elevator, which brought us down
into a sub-basement. The people
from my bus were herded into
Cell 13 which was already over
crowded. As the cell door was
opened we were greeted by the
demonstrators already there.
“ Get ’em out. We don’t want any
of those long-haired hippie Com
munists in h ere,” they cheered.
My cell was 30 feet long by 20
feet wide with bars facing the cor
ridors at both ends and cement
walls covered with tile bricks
along both sides. The fluores
cent lights overhead remained on
all the time we were there. There
was a toilet and a sink with only
cold water against one wall, and
steel benches extended along both
walls.
F o r the first seven hours, 140
of us were obliged to live in this
cell. No one could stretch out,
and at all times between 15 and
20 of us were obliged to stand.
Within that time the air became
heavy with the heat and perspir
ation of the 700 people jammed
into the cells, and as time went
on, it became practically im
possible to breathe.
At 3:00 a.m . Wednesday they
processed or booked about 60 of
the people in our cell, so there
were “ only” 80 of us in there
for the remaining 23 hours we
were in that jail. The only food
we received were balogna sand
wiches which were shipped in by
the Mayday people, but these were
of such poor qualitythey were al
most impossible to stomach.
The night crew had a lot of
what can truly be called pigs.
While they were frisking people
to be processed they would take
away all paper and pens. One pro
te ste r, Steve Tiomello, asked if
this was not illegal. The cop he
said this to came over and said,
“ Ju t keep your motherfucking
mouth shut. I’ m going to make
sure you’re the last fucker to be
processed and I’ m going to take

you around the corner and break
your motherfucking jaw.” The
re st of the night he kept climbin up the outside of the cell
and calling, “ I see you in there
and you’re going to be the last
one out.” However, they stopped
processing
and we were not
booked until a new crew came in.
At 9:30 a.m . I was finger
printed and had my mug shot
taken. X^lking with some of the
cops, they agreed that a lot of
us believed in what we were
doing.

Hope spurs chantings
By
noon on Wednesday the
NWRO had learned of the condi
tions in our cells and sent down
some oranges, bananas and fruit
juices for us. This, combined
with the hope that we would be
out that night, started chanting
that must have rocked the court
above for two hours. Seven hun

people to be arraigned. Our Mayday
lawyer told us our judge
would allow us to plead nolo contendre (no contest) and he advised
us to do so. So at almost 5 a.m .
Thursday morning I faced Judge
Nicholas Nunzio, pleaded no con
test, and was found guilty of dis
orderly conduct. My fine was $20
or two days in jail, and according
to the court, I had already served
two days and I was a free man.
L ater I found some of the judges
were
much harder.
Michael
Barndollar had been fined $250,
and because he could not pay, was
sent to a Federal Penitentiary un
til his trial. However, our host
ess, Lita, barged in on the judge in
his chambers and had Mike
released to her under p er^ h al
recognizance.
One of the judges named Wash
ington, who was bearing cases on
the arre sts at the Capitol on Wed

The feeling of being an animal set in.
We were being hunted down and picked
off, one by one, and in groups. People
were being arrested just for looking like
hippies.

dred persons chanted the Wood
stock rain cheer. Land of a Thou
sand Dances, and made all the
noise possible including banging
shoes on the steel benches.
By 5 p.m. Wednesday, some
of the cops told us they had two
cells already empty and we would
be out sometime that night. Also
by 5 p.m. the doctor in our cell
block. Dr. Wilson, left the jail and
went to a press conference to tell
how unsanitary the conditions
were at the jail.
I don’t know whether they were
afraid of the p ress finding out, but
when the night crew came on again
they started cleaning up. They
disinfected our cells and moved
us around so there were less
people in each cell. It was at this
time that I saw Bob Butcher, one
of the people from my group. We
had been less than 40 feet apart
for almost thirty hours and never
knew it.
They were moving us out now
and at 1:45 Thursday morning I
breathed fresh air again on the
four block trip to Superior Court.
After a two and a half hour wait
in the lock up below the court,
T was brought up with 11 other

Mayday
Mayday

nesday,
was trying to get the
charges dismissed on the grounds
that the arre sts violate the rights
granted in the first amendment.
His ruling is now being appealed
by the Government. When I left
last Friday,
the Government
was still trying to appeal the
decision.
Exactly what was accomplish
ed I can’t be sure. But the Fed
eral Government now knows we
will go to whatever means neces
sary to end the war. And I also
know we have the support of a
large portion of the black com
munity of Washington who finally
saw a lot of white liberals put
ting their bodies on the line to
support what they had been ask
ing for.
And finally, as I have been
writing this, I saw a copy of last
Friday’s
Manchester
Union
L eader. On the front page was
an article that said the New
Hampshire Veterans Committee
for “ Operation R elease” are re 
questing that all students and
teachers who attend a tax sup
ported-institution, and who are
arrested and convicted in anti
government demonstrations, be
dismissed.
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Sports
Students discuss intramurals
by Deane Morrison
Staff Reporter
In recent weeks the intra
mural program has come under
fire from various circle s around
campus. The most popular areas
of discussion concern the caliber
of
refereeing, the variety of
sports offered, and the degrees
to which cliques affect student
coaching.
With the pending budget cut
many are wondering if the pro
gram will be continued. In talk
ing with the students a wide vari
ety of opinions were expressed.
In relation to why students use
the program and why they don’t
Marco Champagne, a freshman
mathematics major remarked,
“ I was always afraid there would
be too many people going out for
what I wanted to play.”
Ralph
Veve, a
commuter
majoring
in Recreation
and
P ark s, argued that lack of com
munication prevents participa
tion in the games by saying, “ I’ve
never been approached, never
known the times, and never really
looked for the games because of
it.”
The majority of students who
utilize the program comment that
they do so because they enjoy the
sports themselves, and not the
nature of the program .
Another intramural question

concerns whether or not student
coaches run the team s fairly.
“ In our last hockey gam e,” Rick
Stevenson, an out of state stu
dent from Needham, M ass, point
ed out, “ everyone didn’t even
get in to play. It seemed like the
coach’ s line played more than
anyone else’s .”
John Lynch,
a Stoke resi
dent, commenting on the same
question said, “ I think the teams
haven’t been run fairly because
there are often certain cliques of
friends
who always stick to
gether. It doesn’t matter whether
they’re
good or not, they run
the whole show.”
Many students have suggested
Initiating more individual sports
such as handball, oadm inton, and
bowling. “ I think there should
be some individual sports be
cause they are often overlook
ed,” David D arsie, a new mem
ber of ALpha Gamma Rho ex
pressed.
“ Pd like to see a
pocket billiard tournament,” he
added.
Paul Eterian, a dual major in
Political Science and History,
disagreed. He said, “ I’d rather
have the team sp o rts.”
In response to the caliber of
refereeing. Lynch, who has par
ticipated in football, basketball,
and hockey remarked, “ The re 
ferees are okay. I have no gripes.

they do their b est.” Eterian, a
hockey participant, again dis
agreed when he said, “ I think
the referees were very poor in
the hockey games I was in.”
Bob Swift, a transfer student
from Dean Junior College and
Babson College tried to com
pare the three program s. “ UNH
has a better intramural sys
tem, by fa r,”
he maintained,
“ than any other college I’ve been
to .” Eterian, who has attended
Indiana Institute of Technology
and Northern E ssex Community
College thought differently. “ The
intramural program at Indiana
Tech, is a hundred tim es better
because everything is so o r
ganized,” he said.
Generally commenting about
the program, Lsmch noted, “ The
intramurals don’t cater enough to
the wants of the students. I think
they should enlarge the hockey
program because there is more
interest in hockey than in any
other sport.”
Stevenson, concerned about the
budget cut, added, “ I think it
would be very disappointing to
many students if the budget cut
affected intramural sports. It’s
one part of college life, especial
ly for men, which deserves sig
nificant attention.”

McDonald K O ’s Boyle
in first round
by Warren Watson
Sports Editor
At 8:52 p.m. Thursday night,
a beared Gary Boyle of Lowell,
M ass, stepped up into the P ort
land Expo ring amid the jeers of
2500 boxing fans. The 185-pound
e r wore a jjair of tattoes on either
arm . At several minutes after
nine, 1:35 into his four round
professional fight, Boyle was a
staggering victim of the jarring
right of a young heavy weight
from South Boston. His long,
scraggly hair was amiss over
his glassy eyes as the bout was
halted.
By an impressive technical
knockout, 22-year-old Cliff Mc
Donald had secured his second
straight KO as a professional.
The 210-pound scrapper scored
three lightning knock-downs in
the Boyle fight — one in the first
ten seconds.
McDonald, a form er grid and
wrestling standout at UNH, has
made a highly impressive fistic
debut at Portland, Me., and is a
regular feature on promoter Sam
Silverman’s Thursday pro card.
He currently holds a 2 -0 re
cord, and will fight Thursday
against an opponent who was un
known at presstim e.
McDonald is trained and man
aged by Billy Constance, field
house equipment employee and
form er New England boxing
champion. The pair began train ing for the series of Expo fights
six weeks ago.
Mike Burlage, gridster col
league of McDonald, also debuted

Sports Roundup

Trackmen win; Cat nine swept
by Bob Constantine
Staff Reporter
Tom Lom as’ clutch javelin toss
of 197 feet, six inches, a full ten
feet further than he had ever
thrown before, was enough to
clinch a 79-75 track and field vic
tory over Springfield last Satur
day.
The Wildcats once again
outscored their opponents in the
track events as Lee Abbott won
the 100 and 220-yard dashes,
and Jack Fogarty captured firsts
in both the 120-yard high hurdles
and the 4 4 0 -yard intermediate
hurdles.
Ed Shorey broke the
UNH spring track record, as he
easily won the two-mile event for
the fifth time this season. He
covered the distance in a time of
9 :2 3.4.
Other highlights Included Bob
J a r r e tt’s victory in the mile, and

cording his fifth victory without
a loss, didn’t give up a hit until
the sixth, and was able to keep
ahead of the batters most of the
day, striking out six and walking
only two, Rick Crosby was the
hitting star with a triple, double,
and a single in four trips to the
plate. He was assisted by cap
tain Tom T elller, Jeff Trundy,
Tim Marcoux, and Dennis Lade,
all of whom collected a pair of
hits.
In sharp contrast to this was
the sad showing in last Saturday’s
P aren ts’ Day doubleheader with
Yankee Conference leader Mas
sachusetts. The powerful Redmen
collected 27 hits and drew 18
walks as they romped to 13-0 and
9 -3 wins,
UNH started Dennis Nadeau
who lasted only one-third of an

a s w e e p b y Ihe 4 4 0 - y a r d and m ile

in n in g in th e f i r s t g a m e a s U M a s s

relay team s. The field events
posed a problem for first year
coach Bill Phillips once again,
as the Chiefs outscored UNH,
4 6 -2 3 . However, Phillips’ pep
talks with Lomas apparently paid
off, as his toss crossed up the
Chiefs’ strategy and was deci
sive in the final outcome of the
meet.

scored seven times in the top of
the first. The key blow for the
Redmen was a bases-loaded
single
by Conference batting
leader
Mark
Palau, UMass
had the lead yp to 11-0 by the fifth
inning, and the Wildcats were
never in the contest.
The
second game provided
little relief for the Wildcats as
UMass rallied from a 2 -2 tie
with two runs in the fourth, and a
three-run seventh, to gradual
ly outdistance the C atsenrouteto
a 9-3 win.
Leftfielder Steve
Newall drove in four runs and
Charlie Manley extended a 16game hitting streak with a pair
of safeties to highlight the Red
men offensive
output, UNH
bats were far from cold in this
game, however, as Crosby crack 
ed four singles, and T ellier and
Trundy had three hits apiece.
UNH is now 2 -6 in the con
ference, and 7 -6 overall. The
Wildcats attempt to get back on
the winning trail with a pair of
doubleheaders this week. Ted
Conner’s diamond squad travels
to UMaine today, and then journ
eys to Kingston, R .I. to lock horns
with Rhode Island on Thursday.

Baseball woes
In the meantime, the baseball
squad was having its ups and
downs. L ast Thursday, fire-ball
ing righthander Paul Cormier
tossed a masterful four-hitter at
Rhode Island as UNH cruised past
the Rams. 5 -0 . C orm ier, in r e -

LONDON
$99.00
EACH WAY

NO TIME LIMIT
DEPARTURE AND
RETURN DATES
TO FIT YOUR SCHEDULE
$198.00 MONTH OF MAY
ROUND TRIP
$239.00 SUMMER
MONTHS I ROUND TRIP
NO

ADDITIONAL MEMBERSHIP
CHARGES
INCLUDES
INTERNATIONAL
STUDENT IDENTITY CARDS

COLLECT PHONB
RESERVATIONS ACCEPTED

( 212 )

751-2258

AFFINITY AIR
INTERNATIONAL LTD.
Suite 604 11 East 47 Street
New York, N.Y. 10017
Offices in London and New
York

Other activity
Also last Saturday, the JV
baseball team defeated Exeter
Academy, 3 -0 , behind the strong
pitching of Roger Levesque, who
scattered eight hits and struck
out five, Dave Tallent provided
the offensive support with a single
and a double and two runs batted
in.
The Wildcat lacro sse team
slipped to 3-5 on the year as they
were roughed up by UMass, 12-3,
at Amherst. The JV stickmen
dropped to 1-2 as they were de
feated by Connecticut, 6 -1 , at
Lewis Field, The varsity hosts

Bowdoin this afternoon at 3, and
engages Wesleyan at Cowell Stad
ium Satuiylay at 2 p.m. The junior
varsity also hosts Bowdoin this
afternoon at the upper field.
The Trading Stamp was origi
nated in 1891 by Thomas Alex
ander Sperry, who in 1896 or
ganized the Sperry & Hutchinson
Company of Bridgeport, Conn.

HELP WANTED
Sparetime or full time
opportunity addressing
and or stuffing
envel
opes. Earn $27.00 per
thousand and up. Hand
written or typed. Guar
anteed money making
deal. Send $2.00 for
complete
instructions
and list of firms using
addressors to C and S
Company,
Dept.
571,
P.O.
Box
53153,
Oklahoma City, Okla.
73104.

All types of spring & summer
footwear at Discount Prices

Heavyweight boxer Cliff McDonald (back to picture) towers
over KO’d apponent Gary Boyle after knockdown in their
four round Portland Expo fight.
McDonald and Burlage cur
rently train at the Field House
weight room weekday afternoons,
and spar
weekends
at the
Expo with professional sparring
m ates. Constance believes that

GREAT BAY MOTOR CO., MC.

the
Portland
sessions are
necessity for the UNH aspirants.
Prom oter Silverman announc
ed that Vlnnie Lupo, a University
senior and also a Constance
trainee, will debut Thursday at
the Expo. Like Burlage, Lupo is
starting on the amateur level.

659-3215

Rout* 108 in Nowmarfcof

H elp
in

For Immediate Delivery!

B eth

a d v e r tis in g

One 1970 Chevrolet Impale demonstrator left. V- 8, automatic, power steering, vinyl
roof, power brakes, etc.
Brand-new 7 1 V ^ a Hatchback Coupe-radio, automatic.
Choice of 3 1971 Chevrolet wagons-all V- 8, automatic, power steering.
Two 1971 half-ton pickups: one 6V2 foot stepside - one 8 foot fleetside.

Your AuHiorlxocI Chovrolof Dooior

sex IS YOUR BUSINESS
birth control OURS
We believe your private life should be your own. And when it
comes to buying contraceptives, the hassle in a crowded drug
store isn’t exactly private. So we’ve made it possible for you to
get nonprescription contraceptives through the mail.
We specialize in men’s -contraceptives and we offer two of the most
exciting ones available anywhere—Fetherlite and NuForm condoms.
They’re better than anything you can get in a drugstore. Imported
from Britain, they’re lighter, thinner, more exciting to use; and
precision manufacturing and testing techniques make them as re
liable as any condom anywhere. Made by LRI, world’s largest manu
facturer of men’s contraceptives, Fetherlite (the best) and NuForm
not only conform to exacting USFDA specifications, but are made
to British Government Standard 3704 as well. We think you’ll like
them.
Our illustrated brochure tells you all about Fetherlite and
NuForm. And about seven other American brands which we have
carefully selected from the more than one hundred kinds available
today. And we explain the differences.
We also have nonprescription foam for women and a wide
variety of books and pamphlets on birth control, sex, population,
and ecology.
Want more information? It’s free. Just send us your name and
address. Better still, for one dollar we’ll send you all the informa
tion plus two Fetherlite samples and one NuForm. For four dollars
you’ll get the brochure plus three each of five different condom
brands (including botli Imports). All correspondence and merchan
dise is shipped in a plain cover to protect your privacy, and we
guarantee your money back if you’re not satisfied with our products.
Why waif?
P O P U L A T IO N P L A N N IN G ASSO C.

Box 2556-S. Chapel Hill, N, C. 27514
Gentlemen: Please send m e :______ Your free brochure and price
list at no obligation, ___

-Three samples for

____ Deluxe

sampler package for $4.
Name
Address
C ity ---------------------------------------- State___________________

Z ip ________________
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Summerize
come to uri HOW ON

STREET

Flexible Scheduling
• First 6-week session begins June 14
• First 5-week session begins June 21
• Morning and evening classes — afternoons free
Guaranteed Courses
• Over 200 in each session
• Small, intimate classes
• Reasonable Rates
Relaxed, Informal Atmosphere
• 5 minutes to ocean beaches
• 30 minutes to Newport Music Festivals
• 2 hours to the Cape

SPRING VALUES

in Portland, but was defeated in
his first amateur bout by a split
decision tojim m y Riley of Lowell
last Thursday. Burlage is also
handled by Constance.
A 20-year veteran of the P o rtland-Boston ring circuit, Con
stance was inspired at McDon
ald’s Thursday showing. “ It was
a real good knockout,” he said
after the bout.
“ Real good.
Cliff just overpowered Boyle with
his right.”
E arlier, Constance had listed
speed, plus strength, as McDon
ald’s assets, “ He’ s very quick
for a man well over 200 pounds,”
the trainer said. “ As for his
strength, well, anyone who’ s seen
him on the football field knows of
that.”
Constance
noted that
strength alone won’t make a suc
c e ss. “ I plan to bring Cliff along
slowly,” he said, “ After all, he
had no amateur ca re e r, and it
takes time to pick up the needed
experience in the heavyweight
ranks,” he added.________________

For Catalog & Registration forms, write:
Summer Session
University of Rhode Island
Kingston, Rhode Island 02881

u ri

BIUEIDE

THE PANTRY

Open Every N ite T il 9

RED’S ^
futtr i. (Rudj Murray* Frop.

35 IROAOWAY

OPEN

SHOE
EARN

Wttkdayi 9:30 lo 9
Sot.9l«9

MAIN STREET

DURHAM,

N.H.

